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Antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) are emerging contaminants
posing a potential worldwide human health risk. Intensive animal
husbandry is believed to be a major contributor to the increased
environmental burden of ARGs. Despite the volume of antibiotics
used in China, little information is available regarding the corresponding ARGs associated with animal farms. We assessed type
and concentrations of ARGs at three stages of manure processing to
land disposal at three large-scale (10,000 animals per year) commercial swine farms in China. In-feed or therapeutic antibiotics used on
these farms include all major classes of antibiotics except vancomycins. High-capacity quantitative PCR arrays detected 149 unique
resistance genes among all of the farm samples, the top 63 ARGs
being enriched 192-fold (median) up to 28,000-fold (maximum)
compared with their respective antibiotic-free manure or soil controls. Antibiotics and heavy metals used as feed supplements were
elevated in the manures, suggesting the potential for coselection
of resistance traits. The potential for horizontal transfer of ARGs
because of transposon-speciﬁc ARGs is implicated by the enrichment
of transposases—the top six alleles being enriched 189-fold (median)
up to 90,000-fold in manure—as well as the high correlation (r2 =
0.96) between ARG and transposase abundance. In addition, abundance of ARGs correlated directly with antibiotic and metal concentrations, indicating their importance in selection of resistance genes.
Diverse, abundant, and potentially mobile ARGs in farm samples
suggest that unmonitored use of antibiotics and metals is causing
the emergence and release of ARGs to the environment.
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he spread and aggregation of antibiotic-resistant genes into
multidrug-resistant pathogens is challenging life-saving antibiotic therapies (1, 2). Indeed, the expansion of the antibiotic
resistance gene reservoir in the environment has been caused by
antibiotic use in humans and animals (3). Furthermore, a growing body of direct and indirect evidence from the past 35 y (4)
establishes that farm antibiotic use correlates repeatedly with the
rise and spread of associated resistance genes in human pathogens, as well as the direct transfer of antibiotic-resistant bacteria from animals to humans (5–8). Antibiotic use has increased
the frequency of horizontal gene transfer and resistance gene
ﬁxation in genomes, leading to the development of diverse resistance genes in genomic islands (9). Acinetobacter baumannii
is a case in point. In 30 y, it evolved from being completely antibiotic-susceptible to being multidrug-resistant by expanding a
genomic island by 66 kb, including 45 resistance genes, which
were horizontally transferred from various genera of bacteria,
some of which likely originated from the environment (10).
Antibiotic-resistant strains can then be distributed worldwide,
aided by a number of human factors, but especially international
travel for commerce, immigration, and recreation (11). Antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) are becoming recognized as environmental pollutants, and action is being sought to preserve
the efﬁcacy of antibiotics. The World Organization for Animal
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Health, together with the US Food and Drug Administration
and the World Health Organization, urge improved regulation of
veterinary antibiotic use in over 100 developing countries (12).
China is the largest antibiotics producer and consumer in the
world. In a 2007 survey, the estimated annual antibiotics production in China was 210 million kg, and 46.1% were used in
livestock industries (13), at least four times the amount used in
the US livestock industry in 1999 (14). In China, the use of
antibiotics both for animal disease treatment and growth promotion is unmonitored, which often leads to high use, reﬂected
by the high concentrations of antibiotic residues (hundreds of
milligrams of tetracycline per kilogram) that are commonly
detected in animal manures (15, 16). Manure is a major source
of antibiotic pollution in the environment, and China produces
an estimated 618 billion kg of swine manure annually (17). Most
veterinary antibiotics are poorly absorbed by the animal and
hence are excreted (18) and dispersed to soil when the manure is
spread as fertilizer, the desired practice for recycling nutrients.
Furthermore, the use of subtherapeutic levels of antibiotics in
animal feeds causes an increase in antibiotic resistance traits in
manure (19, 20), manure-amended soils (21), and downstream
river waters and sediments (22). In addition, metals are added to
swine feed for growth promotion and disease control and may
provide a long-term coselective pressure for antibiotic resistance
(23). The scale of the livestock industry in China and the volume
of antibiotics use provide an opportunity to assess the impact of
large-scale animal farm practices on antibiotic resistance genes
in the environment. Previously, tetracycline resistance (tet) genes
in soils adjacent to representative Chinese swine feedlots were
positively correlated to concentrations of tetracycline residues
(24), raising the question of whether the diversity and abundance
of the antibiotic resistance reservoir extends beyond tetracycline
resistance genes due to the use of additional antibiotics, possible
coselection for other resistance genes, and/or recruitment of
multidrug efﬂux pump genes.
Although antibiotic-resistant bacteria have been isolated and
characterized from farm soils (21, 25), this method only samples
microbes that are culturable and express their ARGs under those
conditions. ARGs of noncultured populations, as well as “silent” or
unexpressed ARGs (26), are sources of risk because they contribute to the resistance reservoir and could be horizontally transferred
or expressed under other conditions. We used high-capacity
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Antibiotics and Metal Concentrations. Antibiotics and their use as
reported by the farmers are listed in Table S2. Total tetracycline
concentrations in these manure and soil samples were as high as
15.2 mg·kg−1 and 0.78 mg·kg−1, respectively, as was determined
previously (15). Of the sulfonamides analyzed in this study, sulfamethoxazole had the highest concentrations for all samples,
ranging from 1.08 to 3.02 μg·kg−1 (Fig. S1). Sulfadiazine was also
detected in all samples in a range of 0.50–4.81 μg·kg−1. Of the
ﬂuoroquinolones analyzed in this study, only oﬂoxacin and
enroﬂoxacin were observed in most samples. The highest mean
concentration of oﬂoxacin (335 μg·kg−1) and enroﬂoxacin (96.0
μg·kg−1) were observed in Putian compost and soil samples, respectively (Fig. S1). Zinc, copper, and arsenic, used as feed
additives, were also elevated above background concentrations.
The highest mean concentrations of copper, zinc, and arsenic
were detected in Putian manure, Jiaxing compost, and Beijing
manure, respectively, with copper up to 1,700 mg·kg−1 manure
(Fig. S2). The concentration of copper, zinc, and arsenic were
much higher in manure than in compost and soil samples, with
the exception of the Jiaxing compost, in which copper and zinc
had the highest concentrations of all of the samples.
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Diversity of Antibiotic Resistance Genes. We detected 149 unique
ARGs among all of the samples, which is three times more types
of ARGs than were found in the control samples (Fig. 1A). The
ARGs detected in these farms encompass the three major resistance mechanisms—efﬂux pumps, antibiotic deactivation, and
cellular protection (Fig. 1B)—and potentially confer resistance to
most major classes of antibiotics (Fig. 1C). Resistance gene proﬁles indicate the patterns and degrees of enrichment of ARGs for
each site (Fig. 2) and that manure samples cluster separately from
the other samples with the exception of the Putian compost. The
compost and soil samples also cluster separately with the exception of one of the Beijing compost replicates, which grouped with
the soil samples. Furthermore, Shannon diversity (indicating
richness and abundance) of ARGs from farm samples was signiﬁcantly higher than that of the control samples (Fig. S3).
Abundance of Antibiotic Resistance Genes. ARGs were highly
enriched in the farm samples. We used the sum of the enrichment
of all unique ARGs in a sample to approximate total enrichment
in the farms. Maximum enrichment occurred in the manure
samples at Beijing (121,000-fold) and Jiaxing (39,000-fold) farms,
and in the compost at the Putian farm (57,000-fold enrichment),
demonstrating the large expansion of the antibiotic resistance
reservoir in these farms, including the enrichment of up to 19
unique tet genes in a single site (Table S3 gives enrichment details
for all genes). A total of 63 unique ARGs were signiﬁcantly
enriched in at least one sample compared with controls at an
overall median enrichment of 192-fold for all samples. The maximum enrichment of a single ARG was over 28,000-fold in the
Beijing manure (Fig. 3A). In terms of absolute abundance, an
aminoglycoside phosphorylation gene aphA3 is found 43% as
frequently as the 16S rRNA gene in the manure samples, based on
a 0.58 average value of the delta threshold cycle (ΔCT) values
(Table S4), meaning this single gene would be found in nearly one
in every second bacterium, assuming a single copy of each gene
in single genomes. In general, enrichment of individual ARGs
2 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1222743110
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quantitative PCR (qPCR) (19) with 313 validated primer sets,
which target 244 ARGs (Table S1) from all major classes of ARGs,
to extensively sample the antibiotic resistance reservoir. We sampled three large-scale commercial swine farms, each from a different region of China, at three stages of manure management:
manure, manure compost, and soil receiving manure compost.
Manure from pigs never fed antibiotics and soil from a pristine
forest in Putian, China were used as experimental controls.
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Fig. 1. Antibiotic resistance gene detection statistics. Sample names are
abbreviated with two letters representing location and sample type: ﬁrst
C, B, J, and P (control, Beijing, Jiaxing, and Putian, respectively) and second
M, C, and S [manure, compost, and soil (with compost amendment), respectively]. Because many resistance genes were targeted with multiple
primers, if multiple primer sets detected the same gene, this was only
counted as detection of a single unique resistance gene. (A) Average number
of unique resistance genes detected in each sample. Error bars represent
SEM of four ﬁeld replicates. The resistance genes detected in all samples
were classiﬁed based on (B) the mechanism of resistance, and (C) the antibiotic to which they confer resistance. FCA, ﬂuoroquinolone, quinolone,
ﬂorfenicol, chloramphenicol, and amphenicol resistance genes; MLSB,
Macrolide-Lincosamide-Streptogramin B resistance.

decreases in soil samples but is still elevated, with average enrichment of nearly 100-fold, and some genes were enriched over
1,000-fold compared with the soil control. The Putian soil had
more unique resistance genes enriched at a higher level than the
other two farm soils. When combining the data from all farms, 56,
44, and 17 unique ARGs were statistically elevated in the manure,
compost, and soil samples, respectively.
Transposase Enrichment. Transposases, in parallel to ARGs, were
highly enriched (Fig. 3B). Transposases were found in all samples (Fig. 2, subgroups A and B) and were enriched up to 90,000fold in the manure samples and up to 1,000-fold in the soil
samples. The abundance of ARGs is highly correlated to the
levels of transposases in these farm samples (Fig. 3C) (e.g., as
high as 0.970 for correlation between the abundance of tetracycline resistance genes and transposase genes) (Table S5).

Discussion
Feed Additive Use. These swine farms use a complex mixture of

growth-promoting chemicals, including antibiotics and metals.
However, the individual dosage of each chemical, when considered
alone, on these farms is not excessive compared with other farms
Zhu et al.

in these farms. The metal feed additives zinc, copper, and arsenic
were elevated above background concentrations at levels typical
in Chinese swine farms (28) and only slightly higher than concentrations reported in the United States and Europe [maximum
values reported as 1,300–1,550 mg copper·kg−1 manure (29)]. Although no single antibiotic or metal concentration is excessive in
these farms, it is the number of additives used that is striking.
The effect of mixtures of resistance selecting agents is unknown
but presumably increases the likelihood of coresistance in genetic
elements (9).
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Fig. 2. Resistance gene proﬁle from the farm sites. Each column is labeled
with the sample name (same abbreviation scheme as in Fig. 1, with numbers
representing ﬁeld replicates), and each row is the results from a single primer
set. Values plotted are the ΔΔCT with the control soil being the reference
sample for all samples. The legend denotes corresponding fold change values,
which is a log scale. All primer sets (223) that showed ampliﬁcation in at least
one sample are shown. Columns were clustered based on Bray-Curtis diversity
measures. Black boxes delineate resistance proﬁles: (A) enriched in all samples, including control manure (CM); (B) enriched in all farm samples, but not
the CM; (C) widely enriched in most of the farm samples but not the CM; (D)
genes that were enriched in the Putian compost but not the Putian manure;
and (E) strongly enriched in CM and farm manures.

globally. Total tetracyclines in manure and soil samples were as
high as 15.2 mg·kg−1 and 0.78 mg·kg−1, respectively (15), which is
within the range reported for some European manures between
2002 and 2005 (14). However, other farms in China use higher
concentrations of antibiotics; for example, tetracycline and sulfonamide concentrations in manure reported previously (16) were
as high as 764 mg·kg−1 and 20 mg·kg−1, respectively, whereas in this
study their maximum concentrations were only 15 mg·kg−1 and
5 μg·kg−1 manure, respectively. However, the Jiaxing and Putian
farms used 13 types of antibiotics, which is close to the estimate of
the number of antibiotics used in ﬁsheries along the entire Thai
coastline (27). In addition to antibiotics, metals used as feed additives contributed to the complex mixture of selective pressures
Zhu et al.

antibiotic resistance reservoir in large-scale animal production
facilities. Furthermore, we provide measures to estimate the ﬁeldscale response to composting and subsequent soil application
representing typical manure management practices in China as
a case study. The diverse set of resistance genes detected (Fig. 1)
potentially confer resistance to all major classes of antibiotics,
including antibiotics critically important for human medicine (30),
such as macrolides (mphA and erm genes), cephalosporins (blaTEM and blaCTX-M), aminoglycosides (aph and aad genes), and
tetracycline (tet genes). Although a number of vancomycin resistance genes were detected in these farm samples (Fig. 1C), we
do not expect signiﬁcant phenotypic resistance to vancomycin
because detection levels were low and resistance is dependent
on multigene van operons (1, 25), which we did not detect.
However, our detection of individual van genes may be an
indication that enrichment for van operons is possible under
alternative conditions. In general, genes potentially conferring
resistance to aminoglycosides, tetracyclines, sulfonamide, ﬂorfenicol, and quaternary ammonium compounds were enriched
most broadly in all farm samples. Beta lactam and macrolide resistance genes were enriched primarily in manure samples, although they may still be present but at levels below detection in
the downstream samples. A previous study using a similar qPCR
method, sampling only a few individual pigs, detected 57 resistance genes, but only 8 were enriched (19). D’Costa et al.
(25) found resistance to a broad range of antimicrobials but
only considered cultured actinomycete strains. One speciﬁc
type of resistance studied broadly is that for tetracyclines. In
a survey of 14 tet genes among hundreds of tetracycline-resistant
soil isolates, Ghosh and LaPara (21) found that the most common
genes were tetL, tetA, tetM, and tetG (tetW was not included in
their survey). We detected 22 of the 28 tetracycline resistance
genes targeted on our array. The most abundant tet genes (based
on ΔCT values, Table S4) in the manure were tetQ, tetW, tetX, tet
(32), tetO, tetM, tetL, and tetG, whereas in the soil they were tetG,
tetL, tetA, and tetW, the latter set being similar to those found in
soil by Ghosh and LaPara (21). The increased number of resistance genes we detected compared with previous studies
reﬂects our sampling at the herd and ﬁeld levels and the use of
a high-throughput qPCR method of detection.
The resistance genes found in our samples were not limited
to the antibiotics administered. Aminoglycosides were not used
in the Putian farm, but more than 10 aminoglycoside resistance
genes were enriched in that farm up to more than 10,000-fold.
Similarly, ﬂoR was enriched 500-fold in the Jiaxing compost but
amphenicols were not known to be used at that farm. Coenrichment of these genes is most likely due to aggregation of resistance genes on mobile genetic elements (19, 31–34), as has
been observed directly (35). In addition, the abundance of ARGs
in these samples is correlated with the concentrations of antibiotics, as well as with copper, zinc, and arsenic (Fig. 3 and Table
S5). The presence of heavy metals provides another coselective
pressure for antibiotic resistance (23) and may aid in long-term
persistence of ARGs during manure management and disposal
(36). Only a few multidrug efﬂux pumps (qacEΔ1 and dfrA1)
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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Fig. 3. Abundance of resistance genes and transposases. In the box plots, the
symbols indicate the following: box, 25th to 75th percentile; horizontal line,
median; whiskers, 10th and 90th percentile; and square, maximum value. The
y axis is a log scale of fold increase: farm manure compared with the control
manure, and farm compost or soil compared with the control soil. (A) Only
statistically enriched resistance genes are represented. The number above
each site indicates the number of primer sets that yielded statistically signiﬁcant results. (B) Summary of all nine primer sets used to target different
transposase alleles (in B, top whisker represents the maximum value). (C)
Correlation of total resistance and transposase abundances, oxytetracycline
concentration, and copper concentration. Total antibiotic resistance and total
transposases values are the sum of ΔΔCT values of all assays of that type in
each sample. The sample identiﬁers below B apply to both A and B.

were broadly enriched (Table S6). It seems that genes with speciﬁc
mechanisms of resistance were preferably enriched in these highselection-pressure environments. The diversity of resistance genes
enriched and coenriched at the farm level is concerning because
this broad set of ARGs or a subset thereof could be (co)enriched
or transferred to pathogens under future selection conditions.
Swine farms are known hotspots for pervasive and abundant
antibiotic resistance both in antibiotic-free animals (19, 37) and,
especially, in antibiotic-treated animals (26, 38). The level of
enrichment of individual resistance genes is on par with previous
ﬁeld-scale studies. Tetracycline resistance genes were enriched
102- to 104-fold in cattle waste lagoons (39), and the median
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1222743110

enrichment of ARGs in this manure was about 104-fold. Of bacterial isolates from swine and chicken manure, 92% and >80%,
respectively, were found resistant to at least one antibiotic (26,
31). We estimate about 43% of bacteria possess at least the
aphA3 gene; hence, it is feasible that upward of 90% of the
entire community would carry one of the other 148 resistance
genes detected. Considering all antibiotic resistance genes combined in the manure or compost samples, we estimate a total of
50,000-fold enrichment (Table S3). Although enrichment of individual resistance genes is similar to that found in previous
studies, we were able to capture a more complete picture of the
total level of the antibiotic resistance reservoir.
Potential for Horizontal Gene Transfer of ARGs. This study highlights that ARGs in swine farms are not only diverse but are
also remarkably abundant, which together offers a higher statistical probability of dispersal, further selection, and/or horizontal transfer in the environment. The emergence and spread of
ARGs are closely associated with mobile genetic elements such as
plasmids, integrases, and transposases (20, 40, 41). The high degree of transposase enrichment and correlation with abundance
of ARGs suggests that horizontal gene transfer may have aided
the enrichment of ARGs. The transposases detected most frequently belong to the IS6 family of insertion sequences, which
are typically found ﬂanking an array of genes, often resistance
genes (42). The most abundant member of the IS6 family in these
samples, IS26, has been isolated, along with integrons in multidrug-resistant plasmids in enterobacteria (43). Integrons most
commonly contain resistance cassettes encoding aadA genes (44),
as well as qacEΔ1 and sul2, which were among the most enriched
genes in this study. The Putian farm ARGs that are more
enriched in the compost than in the manure (Fig. 2, D boxes and
Table S6) are predominately aadA and other aminoglycoside
resistance genes and their enrichment may be due to their presence in integrons that also hold a resistance gene cassette relevant
to the drugs used on the farm (34, 45). Additionally, the combination of antibiotics and metals may provide a stronger selection
for realized horizontal gene transfer within the microbial community than either alone (9, 23, 34, 46). It appears that a number
of factors in swine farms could contribute to elevated rates of
horizontal gene transfer, including elevated concentrations of
antibiotics, metals, ARGs, and mobile genetic elements, making
subsequent dispersal, (co)enrichment, or horizontal transfer, including to human-associated bacteria, more probable.
Role of Manure Management in Controlling ARGs. The long-term
goal of manure management is to remove environmental contaminants while disposing of this high-volume waste product and
capturing its value to improve soil fertility. The goal in the case of
ARGs is to identify practices that decrease their concentration to
a greater degree than by simple dilution (47). Manure composting
decreased the abundance of ARGs at Beijing, but abundance
remained nearly the same in the Jiaxing manure, while at Putian
composting actually increased the abundance of ARGs. Composting concentrated sulfonamides (Fig. S1), sulfonamide resistance
genes, and some metals (Fig. S2), consistent with the observation
that sulfonamide resistance genes are more recalcitrant than tetracycline genes (22, 48, 49). The common practice of spreading
compost on soil was not sufﬁcient to reduce abundance of ARGs
to background levels, and the Putian soil showed up to 3,000-fold
enrichment. However, the practice decreased concentrations of
ARGs substantially below compost levels. The relatively high enrichment of ARGs in Putian soil may be due to a higher manure/
soil ratio and/or shorter time before sampling after amendment
compared with other farms. These observations highlight the need
to determine adequate composting time to reduce resistance levels
before release to the more uncontrolled environment (50), as well
Zhu et al.

Materials and Methods
Sampling. A total of 36 samples were collected in 2010 from three Chinese
provinces including (from north to south) Beijing (Beijing farm), Zhejiang
(Jiaxing farm), and Fujian (Putian farm). The manure and compost samples
were obtained from representative swine farms with an animal intensity of
10,000 market hogs or more per year. Soil samples were collected from
a nearby agronomic ﬁeld to which manure-based compost had been applied.
Four replicates were taken from each sample type and farm, and all of the
samples were kept on dry ice during transportation and stored at −80 °C
before DNA extraction and chemical analysis.
These are typical large-scale swine farms. Pigs are continuously housed on
concrete. The manure was sampled within 1 d after excretion in all cases. In
Beijing, compost was managed in outdoor windrows with aeration for 2 wk. In
Jiaxing, pile composting was used with regular stirring (one or two times per
day) for about 10 d. In Putian they used pile composting with limited aeration
for 2–4 wk. In Jiaxing and Putian, compost products are packed and sold as
commercial organic fertilizer for local farmers. For soil amendment, the
composted manure spreading rate varies but is ∼10 tons/hectare, applied
once per year. At the Beijing and Jiaxing farms, the soil had been receiving
manure compost for more than 2 y, and the most recent application was 2
mo before sampling. At the Putian farm, the soil had been receiving manure
compost for more than 3 y, and the most recent application was 1 wk
before sampling.
Control samples received no known antibiotic input. The control soil is
from a pristine forest in Putian, China. This soil has had no anthropogenic
antibiotic input and has an abundance of ARGs and diversity proﬁle similar to
another temperate-region, antibiotic-free grassland soil we studied. The
control pig manure samples were mixtures of DNA extracted from feces from
pigs birthed from a mother with no antibiotic exposure and grown in facilities
with no antibiotic exposure but fed a normal grower diet (ref. 19 gives
further details). Sample CM1 was taken from six 84-d-old pigs not fed
antibiotics. Samples CM2–4 were each taken from a single animal at three
time points between 86 and 104 d of age. The control manure was used as
a comparison against the farm manures, and the control soil was used as
a comparison against both the farm compost and farm soil.
Antibiotic and Metal Quantitation. Concentrations of sulfonamides and quinolones were analyzed in this study, including sulfadiazine, sulfamerazine,
sulfamethoxydiazine, sulfamethazine, sulfamethoxazole, norﬂoxacin, oﬂoxacin,
enroﬂoxacin, and ciproﬂoxacin. Previously, 5 target tetracyclines and 10 degradation products were analyzed (15).
Metals were analyzed in air-dried, milled samples after oxidative digestion
in sealed tubes by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (7500cx;
Agilent). Quantities were determined relative to reference standards. Sample
extraction and analysis procedures for antibiotics and metals are described
in SI Materials and Methods.
DNA Extraction. High-molecular-weight community DNA was extracted by the
freeze-grinding, SDS-based method (52) and was puriﬁed using a lowmelting agarose gel followed by phenol extraction. DNA concentration and
quality were determined with a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop Technologies Inc.).
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Primer Design. A majority of the primer sets (247) were designed, used, and
validated in a previous study (19). For this study, 89 new primer sets were
designed for categories of resistance genes not previously targeted as
thoroughly. The same design parameters were used as before (19). Reference sequences were harvested from the Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database (http://ardb.cbcb.umd.edu/). Additional validation of the primer sets
was performed and is described in SI Materials and Methods.

Fig. 4. Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) compares the abundance
of detected resistance genes (symbols) and the concentration of heavy
metals and antibiotics (arrows). The results showed that pig manure samples
were positively correlated to the concentrations of copper, zinc, arsenic, and
total tetracyclines. Environmental variables were chosen based on signiﬁcance calculated from individual CCA results and variance inﬂation factors
(VIFs) calculated during CCA. The percentage of variation explained by each
axis is shown, and the relationship is signiﬁcant (P = 0.005). CCA analyses
were performed in R 2.13.0 with vegan package 1.17-9.

Zhu et al.

Quantitative PCR. All quantitative PCR reactions were performed using the
Applied Biosystems OpenArray platform, as described previously (19), except
that a threshold cycle (CT) of 27 was used as the detection limit. Generally
the technical triplicates were tested during separate testing occasions (plate
and day of testing) as a method of quality control. The ΔΔCT method of
comparison (53) was used to compare relative abundance between samples:
ΔCT = CT;ðARGÞ − CT;ð16SÞ

[1]

ΔΔCT = ΔCT;ðTargetÞ − ΔCT;ðRefÞ ;

[2]

where CT is the threshold cycle, ARG is one of the 313 antibiotic resistance
gene assays, 16S is the 16S rRNA gene assay, Target is the experimental
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as to deﬁne soil and landscape features that would minimize dispersal to the human food chain.
Resistance gene diversity and abundance patterns speciﬁc to
each management type indicate the inﬂuence of the antibiotics as
a selective pressure. These proﬁles show that generally samples
of the same management type clustered together (Fig. 4). The
relationships between the structure of detected ARGs and antibiotic and heavy metal concentrations were assessed with canonical correspondence analysis. Manure samples grouped
separately by the ﬁrst axis and were strongly affected by arsenic,
copper, and tetracycline concentrations, which are likely among
the dominant factors driving the changes in structures of ARGs
on these farms (Fig. 4). Although only three farms are included
in this study, regardless of their location (a separation of over
2,000 km), composting technique, or antibiotic dosage, the
ARGs’ resistance proﬁles are similar, indicating that similar
reservoirs of ARGs are likely common across China and in
other countries where management practices are similar.
The diversity and abundance of ARGs reported in this study is
alarming and clearly indicates that unmonitored use of antibiotics
and metals on swine farms has expanded the diversity and abundance of the antibiotic resistance reservoir in the farm environment. The coenrichment of ARGs and transposases further
exacerbates the risks of transfer of ARGs from livestock animals to
human-associated bacteria, and then spread among human populations (4, 6). Policies and management tools to facilitate prudent
use of antibiotics and heavy metals, including their combined use,
in animal industries and animal waste management are needed.
Decreased resistance levels have been observed in Europe after
the disuse of agricultural antibiotics (51). Pig manure, with its
abundant and diverse ARGs and sheer volume, is a major source
of resistance genes and as such a public health hazard. Microbes
from manure, compost, or soil containing the ARGs are subject to
dispersal via runoff into rivers (22), leaching to subsurface waters,
air dispersal via dust, human travel, and distribution of agricultural
products, including compost for gardening, which could expand
a local contamination to regional and even global scales (6, 11).
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sample, and Ref is the reference sample. The reference sample used as
a comparison depended on the purpose of the analysis. When the purpose
was to reveal changes among all farm types and the dynamics of ARGs
because of manure management, the control soil was the reference sample
for all farm samples, as was the case in Fig. 2. Average CT values were
calculated by averaging the four ﬁeld replicates. If there was no ampliﬁcation in one of the four ﬁeld replicates, it was considered a false negative
and discarded. In calculation of the ΔCT of the reference sample, if there

was no ampliﬁcation, the detection limit CT (27.0) was used. Genes were
considered statistically enriched if the range created by three SDs of the
mean fold change was entirely >1.
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